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ABSTRACTAQ:3 This paper proposes an improved one-power-point (OPP) maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) algorithm for wind energy conversion system (WECS) to overcome the problems of the conventional
OPP MPPT algorithm, namely, the difficulty in getting a precise value of the optimum coefficient, requiring
pre-knowledge of system parameters, and non-uniqueness of the optimum curve. The solution is based on
combining the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and optimum-relation-based (ORB) MPPT algorithms.
The PSO MPPT algorithm is used to search for the optimum coefficient. Once the optimum coefficient is
obtained, the proposed algorithm switches to the ORB MPPT mode of operation. The proposed algorithm
neither requires knowledge of system parameters nor mechanical sensors. In addition, it improves the
efficiency of the WECS. The proposed algorithm is studied for two different wind speed profiles, and
its tracking performance is compared with conventional optimum torque control (OTC) and conventional
ORB MPPT algorithms under identical conditions. The improved performance of the algorithm in terms of
tracking efficiency is validated through simulation usingMATLAB/Simulink. The simulation results confirm
that the proposed algorithm has a better performance in terms of tracking efficiency and energy extracted.
The tracking efficiency of the PSO-ORBMPPT algorithm could reach up to 99.4%with 1.9%more harvested
electrical energy than the conventional OTC and ORBMPPT algorithms. Experiments have been carried out
to demonstrate the validity of the proposed MPPT algorithm. The experimental results compare well with
system simulation results, and the proposed algorithm performs well, as expected.
18
19
INDEX TERMS Wind energy conversion system (WECS), maximum power point tracking (MPPT), particle
swarm optimization (PSO), optimum-relation-based (ORB), one-power-point (OPP) MPPT.
I. INTRODUCTION20
The world is experiencing a growing population, and21
in 2050 the population is expected to reach 9 billion [1].22
According to some studies [2], [3], about 60% of the popula-23
tion prefer to live in cities. Countries today have an increas-24
ing tendency towards smartening of cities [4]–[6]. In a very25
simple way, a smart city is a sustainable and efficient urban26
center that provides a high quality of life to its inhabitants27
through optimal management of its resources [1]. Energy28
plays a leading role in smart cities, as most of our everyday29
activities and most of our environment is related to some sort30
of energy source.31
Therefore, in view of the increasing world energy demand,32
the potential depletion of conventional energy sources, and33
increasing air pollution due to burning fossil fuels in con- 34
ventional power plants, renewable energy generators seem 35
as a promising technology for mitigating these challenges. 36
Wind energy is one of the renewable energy sources growing 37
in popularity because of its many advantages such as lower 38
cost of production, sustainability, and being environmentally 39
friendly [7], [8]. It is an endless renewable energy resource 40
and it is expected to be developed as a significant energy 41
source in future [9]. 42
However, based on the Betz limit [10], there is no wind 43
turbine that could convert more than 59.3% of the kinetic 44
energy of the wind into mechanical energy for turning a rotor. 45
The amount of mechanical energy that can be extracted from 46
the wind is governed by the ratio of blade’s tip speed (ωm) to 47
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the actual wind speed (Vw). There is a specific ratio for each48
wind turbine, which is called the optimal tip speed ratio (TSR)49
or λopt , at which the extracted power is maximum. Hence,50
in order to work at this optimal operating point, the wind51
energy conversion system (WECS) is essential to include52
an optimization algorithm that can track the maximum peak53
regardless of wind speed [11]. This optimization algorithm54
is known as a maximum power point tracking (MPPT)AQ:4 55
algorithm [8], [12].56
In this context, the major contribution of this article is57
to propose a new and simple MPPT algorithm based on58
hybridization of the Optimum Relation Based (ORB) and59
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) methods. The presented60
MPPT algorithm is advantageous in being sensorless, con-61
verging quickly and requiring no prior knowledge of sys-62
tem parameters. The improved performance of the algorithm63
in terms of tracking efficiency has been validated through64
simulation using MATLAB/Simulink. The simulation results65
confirm that the proposed algorithm has a better performance66
in terms of tracking efficiency and energy extracted. The67
tracking efficiency of the proposed MPPT algorithm could68
reach up to 99.4%with 1.9%more harvested electrical energy69
than the conventional MPPT algorithms. In addition, experi-70
ments have been carried out to demonstrate the validity of the71
proposed MPPT algorithm. The experimental results com-72
pare well with system simulation results, and the proposed73
algorithm performs well, as expected.74
The rest of the paper starts with a review on the75
related work on MPPT algorithms for WECSs in section II.76
Subsequently, an overview of the studied system is presented77
in section III, followed by descriptions of the OPP, PSO,78
and the proposed hybrid PSO-ORB MPPT algorithms in79
section IV. SectionV then discusses the simulation results and80
a compares the proposed hybrid algorithm with conventional81
MPPT algorithms. The experimental setup and the validation82
results are presented and discussed in section VI. Finally,83
section VII summarizes and conclude the paper.84
II. RELATED WORK85
The MPPT algorithm should have the advantages of being86
sensorless, independent, simple, and fast in tracking. One87
existing MPPT algorithm is the ORB MPPT algorithm. The88
ORB MPPT algorithm aims to maximize power harvesting89
without wind speed measurements [13]. In this type of MPPT90
algorithm, the tracking of the maximum power is guided91
by a control reference. The control reference is acquired92
from a lookup table or from a pre-determined relationship.93
To build the lookup table, it is possible to use either the94
maximum output power and the corresponding wind turbine95
speed [14], [15] or maximum output power and the dc-link96
voltage [16]. To track the maximum power with a direct pre-97
determined relationship, one option is to use the mechan-98
ical torque as a function of the rotational speed equation.99
This method is called Optimum Torque Control (OTC) [17].100
Another option is to use the equation of the optimal reference101
dc current as a function of the dc voltage Idc_opt = f (Vdc).102
Based on this relationship, a new MPPT algorithm has been 103
proposed in [18], called a One-Power-Point (OPP) MPPT 104
algorithm. 105
To track the maximum power points (MPPs) using the 106
OPP MPPT algorithm, one maximum power status point for 107
any specific wind speed in the working range should first 108
be obtained [13], [19]. If this maximum point is obtained, 109
the pairs of dc voltage and current (Vdc, Idc) at that point are 110
measured. The optimum coefficient is then calculated, based 111
on the measured voltage and current. Once the optimum 112
coefficient is known, the MPP tracking is achieved simply 113
by calculation. 114
The optimum coefficient at a particular wind speed can 115
be obtained either by offline or online MPPT algorithms. 116
An example of the offline MPPT algorithm is the OTC used 117
in [18]. However, offline algorithms usually have the disad- 118
vantage of optimizing the mechanical energy harvested by 119
the wind turbine, which is not equivalent to optimizing the 120
electrical energy delivered to the load. It has been estab- 121
lished in studies [20]–[23] that the locations of the maximum 122
points of mechanical and electrical power do not coincide. 123
In addition, offline methods require knowledge of the sys- 124
tem parameters, which are either unknown or inaccurate. 125
Moreover, determining the optimum coefficient based on 126
the offline algorithms implies that this coefficient remains 127
constant throughout the wind generation system’s operational 128
lifetime. This is a wrong assumption in the real environment, 129
where this coefficient changes with time due to a possible 130
drift in the system parameters and due to the non-constant 131
efficiencies of generator–converter subsystems [19], [20]. 132
The optimum coefficient can be also obtained using the 133
online MPPT algorithms. For example, the conventional 134
Perturb and Observe (P&O) method has been successfully 135
used in [24]. The conventional P&O method, which is also 136
known as the Hill-Climbing Searching (HCS) method, is a 137
mathematical optimization technique used to search for the 138
local peak points of a given function. It is widely used in 139
WECS to obtain the optimal operating point that maximizes 140
the extracted electrical energy. This method is based on 141
perturbing a control variable in small steps and observing 142
the resulting changes in the target function [8]. When the 143
target function’s values do not change, the perturbations are 144
stopped. Because the P&O MPPT algorithm is system inde- 145
pendent and its tracking is not affected by the turbine or gen- 146
erator parameter shifts, it is an effective alternative for the 147
offline MPPT algorithms [13]. However, the main drawback 148
of the conventional P&O MPPT algorithm is the difficulty 149
in choosing an appropriate perturbation (step size). Larger 150
perturbation means a faster response but more oscillations 151
around the peak point, and hence, less efficiency; smaller step 152
size improves the efficiency but slows down the convergence 153
speed [20], [25], [26]. 154
The response speed as well as the tracking efficiency can 155
be improved significantly using the PSO MPPT algorithm, 156
due to its automated step size adaptability [11]. According 157
to [27], [28], PSO has a simple structure, is computationally 158
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less expensive, and is easy to incorporate for online applica-159
tions. As anMPPT algorithm, the PSO technique has recently160
been employed by a few researchers for photovoltaic (PV)161
systems [27], [29]–[35]. These studies employed conven-162
tional PSO and/or improved versions of PSO for enhanced163
tracking efficiency. Most of the studies confirmed the superi-164
ority of the PSO-based method over the conventional P&O165
method. For WECSs, the PSO-based MPPT algorithm has166
been compared with the conventional P&O MPPT algorithm167
in [36], and the performance of the PSO-based MPPT algo-168
rithm has been proven to be better than that of the conven-169
tional P&O MPPT algorithm.170
In this paper, a solution for obtaining an accurate opti-171
mum coefficient without the need for system parame-172
ters or mechanical sensors is proposed. The solution is based173
on combining the PSO and ORBMPPT algorithms. The PSO174
MPPT algorithm is used to search for the optimum coeffi-175
cient. Once the optimum coefficient is obtained, the proposed176
algorithm switches to the ORB MPPT mode of operation.177
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW178
Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of theWECS incorporating179
an MPPT algorithm and a controller. The system consists of180
a permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) driven181
by a wind turbine which is interfaced to the dc-bus through a182
rectification stage and a boost converter. In this paper, for the183
purpose of reducing time significantly, the average models184
of the rectifier-PMSG and the boost dc-dc converter were185
used for simulation. The average models and the turbine186
characteristics are presented and discussed in [24].187
Referring to Figure 1, it can be seen that the optimal dc188
current generated by the proposedMPPT algorithm is used as189
a reference current (Idc−opt ) and it is compared to the actual190
input current (Idc) of the boost converter. The output differ-191
ence is passed to a controller to generate the corresponding192
duty-cycle, d .193
FIGURE 1. WECS configuration.
IV. THE MPPT ALGORITHMS194
A. THE OPP MPPT ALGORITHM195
To implement the OPP MPPT algorithm, only one initial196
maximum power point condition for a local wind speed needs197
to be obtained. At this point, the dc voltage and current are198
measured, then the optimum coefficient (Kopt ) is derived. The199
optimum relationship is given in (1) and (2) [18], [24]. 200
Idc−opt = Kopt V 2dc (1) 201
Kopt = Idc−peak
V 2dc−peak
(2) 202
where Idc−peak and Vdc−peak are the dc current and dc voltage 203
corresponding to the MPP at a specific wind speed. 204
B. THE PSO-BASED MPPT ALGORITHM 205
PSO is a computational method that optimizes a prob- 206
lem by iteratively improving a candidate solution with 207
regard to a given measure of quality [33], [34], [37], [38]. 208
This starts with a group of random potential solutions, which 209
are called particles. These particles are moved around in a 210
multi-dimensional search space in a search for the optimum 211
solution. The next position depends on each particle’s best 212
known position, as well as the best known position of the 213
other particles taken as a whole (the swarm). The particle 214
position and velocity are updated iteratively based on the 215
following two equations [30], [39], [40]. 216
xk+1i = xki + vk+1i (3) 217
vk+1i = w vki + c1r1
{
Pbesti − xki
}
+ c2r2
{
Gbesti − xki
}
(4) 218
where w is the inertia weight, c1 and c2 are the acceleration 219
coefficients, r1 and r2 are two random values between (0, 1), 220
Pbesti is the personal best position of particle i, and Gbest is 221
the best position of the particle swarm. 222
In order to implement the PSO method for MPPT in this 223
study, the position (x) variables in (3) and (4) are taken as the 224
current references (Idc,ref ), whilst the velocity (v) variables 225
are the correction terms for the current references (8). The 226
aim of the PSO-based MPPT algorithm is to maximize the 227
converter input power. As depicted in Figure 2, the particle 228
position and the velocity are updated iteratively based on the 229
following two equations: 230
8k+1i = w8ki + c1r1
{
I kPbest − I kdc,i
}
231
+ c2r2
{
I kgbest − I kdc,i
}
(5) 232
I k+1dc,i = 8k+1i + I kdc,i (6) 233
where I kdc,i is the input current reference, I
k+1
dc,i is the modified 234
input current reference, and I kPbest is the personal best input 235
current; I kgbest is global best input current, 8
k
i is the current 236
perturbation, and 8k+1i is the modified perturbation. 237
FIGURE 2. Concept of modification of a searching point by PSO.
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FIGURE 3. The flow chart for the PSO-based MPPT.
The flow chart for the PSO-basedMPPT algorithm applied238
for the WECS system is shown in Figure 3 as was described239
in [36]. Based on the flow chart, to start the optimization pro-240
cess, the PSO-based MPPT algorithm sends initial values of241
the dc current reference to the converter controller and senses242
the produced power. Then, based on (5) and (6), the algorithm243
updates the dc current reference and sends the new currents244
to the converter controller. The process of generating new245
references and calculating the corresponding power continues246
until the convergence criterion defined in (7) is satisfied. This247
is to ensure that all the particles converge to the MPP.248 ∣∣Pgbest − Pnew,i∣∣ < Pth; i = 1 . . . n (7)249
where Pgbest is the global best fitness and Pth is a threshold250
value.251
C. THE PROPOSED HYBRID PSO-ORB MPPT ALGORITHM252
One simple and effective solution to overcome the drawbacks253
in obtaining the optimum coefficient in the conventional ORB254
MPPT algorithm is to incorporate a self-tuning capability255
using the conventional PSO method.256
The hybrid PSO-ORB MPPT algorithm can accurately257
obtain the optimum electrical power versus dc current curve258
and track the maximum power peaks at different wind speeds,259
without the turbine characteristics and the rotor and wind260
speed measurements. Figure 4 illustrates the flow chart of the261
FIGURE 4. The flow chart for the proposed PSO-ORB MPPT.
proposed hybrid algorithm. As shown in the figure, the flow 262
of the operation consists of two modes, namely the PSO 263
mode and the ORB mode. In the first mode, the PSO-based 264
algorithm is employed to search for the optimum relationship 265
between the dc power and dc current. Once the convergence 266
criterion in (7) is satisfied, the optimum coefficient (Kopt ) is 267
calculated using (2) based on the measured dc voltage and 268
dc current. The second mode only will be activated once the 269
value of Kopt is determined. 270
One of the differences between the conventional ORB 271
MPPT algorithm and the proposed MPPT algorithm is that 272
Kopt is updated continuously once any maximum power point 273
is detected. This, in turn, improves the tracking efficiency by 274
solving the non-uniqueness problem of the optimum curve. 275
Using the PSO MPPT algorithm to extract the value of 276
Kopt avoids the need to know the system parameters. It also 277
improves the MPPT efficiency, because of its reliance on 278
optimizing electrical power rather than mechanical power. 279
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 280
In this section, MATLAB/Simulink software is used to 281
verify the performance of the proposed MPPT algorithm. 282
The parameters of the wind turbine, PMSG, and the boost 283
converter are listed in Table 1. 284
A. THE OPP MPPT ALGORITHM 285
To implement the OPP MPPT algorithm, the calculation of 286
the unknown coefficient (Kopt) in (1) should be obtained 287
first. Obtaining Kopt is based on simulating the conventional 288
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TABLE 1. Parameters of the simulated system.
OTC MPPT algorithm and then using the measured dc volt-289
age and current at a one MPP for the calculation.290
The simulation results of the simulated OTC MPPT algo-291
rithm for the range of wind speeds between 6 m/s and 9 m/s292
are tabulated in Table 2. According to reference [18], it is293
recommended that Kopt should be calculated using the mean294
wind speed of the simulated wind profile in order to reduce295
the non-linearity relation effect in (1). The mean wind speed296
is 7.5 m/s and the corresponding optimum voltage and current297
are 48 V and 3.07 A, respectively. The calculated Kopt at298
7.5 m/s wind speed is 1.33247×10−3. From this table, it can299
be seen that Kopt is not a constant value, but varies with300
respect to wind speeds. In other words, the calculated Kopt301
is non-unique– it is specific for each wind speed.302
TABLE 2. The calculated Kopt based on the optimum voltage and current
in OTC MPPT algorithm.
Based on the selected Kopt at 7.5 m/s wind speed, the Idc303
versus V 2dc curves are plotted in Figure 5. The optimal Idc line304
in the figure is the optimal relationship between Idc and V 2dc305
for the given design (parameters in Table 1). The five points306
FIGURE 5. The characteristic curves of Idc as a function of V 2dc at different
wind speeds.
shown in the figure are the optimum voltage and current 307
at the corresponding wind speeds. If the WECS operates 308
continually based on this optimal Idc line, it would ensure that 309
the extracted power from the wind is close to the optimum. 310
Figure 6 shows the mechanical power as a function of dc 311
current. The figure shows that the MPPs can be tracked by 312
operating theWECS system constantly on the optimal current 313
curve (as represented by (1)). Another significant observation 314
that should be noted in the figure is the permitted operat- 315
ing range of the current. Each wind speed has a maximum 316
current limit point: operating beyond this point would make 317
the system decelerate drastically, and thus lead to system 318
shutdown [41]. In Figure 6, the area above the maximum 319
limit current curve (represented by region A) is the permitted 320
operating region, while the area under the curve (region B) 321
is the area where the WECS will stop generation. Therefore, 322
the current command for a specific wind speed should not 323
exceed the maximum limit current curve, in order to prevent 324
system shutdown. 325
FIGURE 6. Characteristics of turbine power as a function of the dc-side
current (Idc ) for a series of wind speeds.
It has been mentioned in the introduction that calculation 326
of Kopt based on the offline algorithms, such as an OTC algo- 327
rithm, reduces the extracted energy. This is because an OTC 328
algorithm actually optimizes the mechanical power (Pm), 329
which has maximum peak points at different locations from 330
those for the electrical power (Pe). To illustrate this, the loci 331
of maximum mechanical power(Pm max)and maximum elec- 332
trical power (Pe max) are represented graphically, below. The 333
mechanical and electrical power at 8 m/s wind speed are 334
plotted as a function of the dc current, in Figure 7. It can be 335
seen that, although the peak point of mechanical power is at 336
3.5 A dc current, the maximum electrical power is at 3.2 A dc 337
current. 338
Generally, equation (1) together with Figure 6 implies that 339
if the Kopt at any specific wind speed within the simulated 340
profile is known, it is possible to obtain the optimum curve 341
to implement the ORB MPPT algorithm. Although this algo- 342
rithm is preferable because of its ease of implementation and 343
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FIGURE 7. The mechanical power (Pm) and the electrical power (Pe)
curves at a wind speed of 8 m/s.
fast tracking ability, in order to calculate Kopt one peak point344
of the mechanical power versus dc current curves and its345
corresponding voltage and current are required. One of the346
drawbacks in an ORB MPPT algorithm is the difficulty of347
obtaining this value. Another drawback is the non-uniqueness348
of the obtained curve. In addition, the ORB MPPT algorithm349
is customized for a particular wind turbine, as it strongly350
depends on the wind turbine parameters. Furthermore, this351
algorithm assumes a certain value of air density in all calcu-352
lations; however, air density in a real environment is subject353
to atmospheric changes.354
B. THE PSO-BASED MPPT ALGORITHM355
In order to evaluate the performance of the PSO-basedMPPT356
algorithm for WECS, two different simulation studies were357
carried out. In the first case the wind speed is steeply changed358
from 6 m/s to 8 m/s, whereas in the second case the wind359
speed is changed from 8 m/s to 7.5 m/s.360
For the first case it is assumed that the wind speed is361
stable at 6 m/s and the dc current is regulated at 1.84 A.362
A swarm of three particles with an initial vector position of363
[2.04A, 2.24A and 2.44A] has been arbitrarily chosen for the364
first iteration. Because the converter can only respond to one365
command at a time, the particles are initialized and evaluated366
in a successive manner. It is important for the system to367
reach the steady state before taking the next sample. The PSO368
parameters employed in this work are tabulated in Table 3.369
TABLE 3. The values of the PSO parameters used in the simulation.
The tracking process of the PSO-based MPPT algorithm370
is displayed in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Figure 8 shows the371
particles’ movement during the tracking process for the first372
case of simulation, where the PSO-based MPPT algorithm373
FIGURE 8. The operating points of the PSO-based MPPT algorithm
tracking process under the first case (6 m/s to 8 m/s wind speed).
FIGURE 9. The operating points of the PSO-based MPPT algorithm
tracking process under the second case (8 m/s to 7.5 m/s wind speed).
works by moving a sequence of improved particles towards 374
the optimum solution. It can be seen from the figure that 375
the PSO-based MPPT algorithm has converged to the correct 376
MPP. Unlike the conventional ORB algorithm simulated in 377
the previous section, the PSO-based MPPT algorithm opti- 378
mizes the electrical power but not the mechanical power. The 379
stopping criterion in (7) is satisfied at 3.16 A dc current, 380
which corresponds to 180.3 W. 381
The second set of the simulation is displayed in Figure 9. 382
It can be seen from the figure that the algorithm has suc- 383
cessfully tracked the correct maximum point of the electrical 384
power. The maximum peak power that is computed by the 385
algorithm in this case is 150.5 W at a dc current of 2.88 A. 386
The detailed simulation results for the two cases will be 387
described in the next section. However, it can be concluded 388
from the explanations above that the PSO-based MPPT algo- 389
rithm is capable of tracking the true MPP. As with all other 390
P&O algorithms, the problem with this algorithm is that 391
the computational time required for convergence may be 392
long, if the range of the search space is large. In addition, 393
the interval of time required between the successive samples 394
affects the tracking speed, which may lead to the loss of 395
tracking when the wind speed changes rapidly. Furthermore, 396
in order for the WECS to avoid working beyond the con- 397
ditions defined by the maximum limit current curve, the 398
PSO-based MPPT algorithms must include that curve. 399
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C. THE PROPOSED HYBRID PSO-ORB MPPT ALGORITHM400
Assessment of the proposedMPPT algorithm is carried out by401
simulating two different wind speed profiles. The simulated402
wind profiles are based on references [18] and [41]. The403
wind profiles take into account the step change as well as the404
linear change of wind speed with different slopes. The initial405
interval in both cases (t < 50 s) is similar to that simulated406
in the previous section. In the first wind profile simulation407
(Case 1), the WECS is considered stable at the maximum408
peak on the wind speed curve at 6 m/s. After twenty seconds409
(t = 20 s), the wind speed is suddenly increased to 8 m/s.410
Similarly, in the second wind profile simulation (Case 2),411
the WECS is considered initially stable at a wind speed equal412
to 8 m/s, which then steeply drops to 7.5 m/s after twenty413
seconds. The simulated wind profiles have been initialized414
with the above-mentioned two cases in order to test the415
tracking capability of the PSO-based MPPT algorithm under416
either positive or negative wind speed changes. The rest of417
the intervals in both wind profiles simulate different slopes418
and wind speed values.419
The wind profiles are depicted in Figure 10 (a) and420
Figure 11 (a), respectively. As shown in Figure 10 (b) and421
Figure 11(b), the MPPT algorithm starts in the conventional422
PSO mode (at t = 20 s) and the dc current is used as a423
perturbation (control) variable.424
In Case 1, the algorithm transmits three dc current refer-425
ences to the controller, with a step-size difference of 0.2 A.426
Based on the three measured powers at those reference427
currents and according to equations (5) and (6), the PSO428
algorithm modifies the step sizes and then sends the new429
modified reference currents to the controller. Again, the elec-430
trical power corresponding to each reference current sent is431
measured, and a new modification for the current reference432
is carried out. Exploration of the search space continues until433
the convergence criterion (7) is satisfied. It can be observed434
that it takes 5 iterations (total time of 12 s) for the PSO mode435
to detect the MPP at 8 m/s and to calculate the parameterKopt436
based on the corresponding measured voltage and current.437
The measured dc voltage and current are 57.5 V and 3.16 A,438
respectively. At t = 31.2 s the value of Kopt is obtained439
and the algorithm switches to the second mode of operation440
(ORBmode). The optimal reference current is then calculated441
directly, based on (1).442
In Case 2, a similar scenario to the search in Case 1 is443
found. It can be seen from Figure 11(b) that three current444
reference values [3.18 A, 2.78 A, 2.68 A] are sent to the445
controller in the first iteration of the PSO mode. It is worth446
mentioning that a step size of 0.4 A (the difference between447
3.18 A and 2.78 A) was decided upon to avoid working448
beyond the maximum current curve corresponding to a wind449
speed of 7.5 m/s. This takes the algorithm approximately 19 s450
to track the new maximum peak at 7.5 m/s and to calculate451
the Kopt successfully.452
The step size of the PSO-based MPPT algorithm is adap-453
tive. From the figures, it can be seen that the maximum step454
FIGURE 10. The proposed hybrid PSO-ORB MPPT simulation: Case 1
(a) variation in the wind speed (b) the calculated reference current from
the MPPT (Iref−opt ) (c) the corresponding coefficient of power (Cp)
(d) the corresponding Kopt .
size reaches 0.56 A and 0.4 A during the tracking process 455
intervals in Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. Nonetheless, 456
it approaches zero when it converges to the optimal power 457
points. 458
Referring to Figure 10 (c) and Figure 11 (c), it can be 459
clearly seen that in contrast to the conventional simulated 460
MPPT algorithms, the power coefficient for the proposed 461
hybrid algorithm is not constant. Although operating the 462
WECS at the maximum power coefficient means the har- 463
vested mechanical power is maximized, nevertheless, as pre- 464
viously discussed, the peaks of the electrical power curves do 465
not coincide with the peaks of the mechanical power curves. 466
Consequently, for efficient tracking of the maximum electri- 467
cal power, the WECS should not operate at the maximum 468
power coefficient. In addition, it can be observed from the 469
figures that despite a very short time and large variations 470
in the power coefficient during the transient process, it is 471
regulated to return to its optimal values quite fast– even for 472
large step changes in wind speed. 473
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FIGURE 11. The proposed hybrid PSO-ORB MPPT simulation: Case 2
(a) variation in the wind speed (b) the calculated reference current from
the MPPT (Iref−opt ) (c) the corresponding coefficient of power (Cp)
(d) the corresponding Kopt .
It was mentioned in the introduction that one advantage474
of the proposed algorithm is the adaptability of the optimum475
curves. This claim is confirmed, as depicted by the Kopt476
curves in Figure 10 (d) and Figure 11 (d).477
The loci of the tracking operating points for Case 1 and478
Case 2 are shown in Figure 12 (a) and (b). It can be seen from479
the figures that the peak power points at different wind speeds480
have been tracked correctly and efficiently.481
D. SIMULATION COMPARISON OF OTC, ORB AND482
PSO-ORB MPPT ALGORITHMS483
For performance comparison, the existing algorithms, namely484
the conventional OTC algorithm and the conventional ORB485
algorithm were also simulated for MPP tracking under iden-486
tical conditions.487
The electrical and mechanical power obtained for the488
two simulated wind profiles employing the OTC, ORB, and489
PSO-ORB MPPT algorithms are plotted in Figure 13 and490
Figure 14. The simulation results of the electrical power491
are also summarized in Table 4. In the table, the tracking492
efficiency is calculated by taking the ratio between the max-493
FIGURE 12. Tracking curves of the (a) Case 1 (b) Case 2.
imum effective power obtained from the theoretical curve 494
and the corresponding MPP detected at a given wind speed. 495
Figure 15 shows the tracking efficiency for the tested wind 496
speeds. From the figure and table, it can be observed that 497
when the wind velocity increases, the efficiency of the OTC 498
algorithm decreases, while the efficiencies of the ORB and 499
PSO-ORB improve. At all wind speeds, the proposed hybrid 500
PSO-ORB MPPT algorithm has the highest tracking effi- 501
ciency, where the generated electrical power almost fits the 502
maximum effective output curve. It is noted that the efficiency 503
of the PSO-ORBMPPT algorithm varies between 99.1% and 504
99.7%, with an average efficiency of 99.4%. 505
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the PSO-ORB 506
algorithm, the electrical energy captured by the WECS for 507
the simulated wind profiles has been computed and compared 508
with that obtained when the latter is controlled by the OTC, 509
as well as when it is controlled by the ORBMPPT algorithm. 510
As can be seen from Table 5, the proposed MPPT algorithm 511
has a higher energy output. The overall power efficiency 512
using the hybrid PSO-ORB MPPT algorithm is approxi- 513
mately 1.9% higher than when using the conventional OTC 514
and ORB MPPT algorithms. The overall power efficiency is 515
calculated by taking the ratio of the electrical energy obtained 516
from the theoretical curve to that produced by the correspond- 517
ing MPPT algorithm for the simulated wind profiles. 518
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FIGURE 13. Performance comparison: Case 1 (a) electrical power
(b) mechanical power.
In the proposed hybrid MPPT algorithm no off-line experi-519
ments are required and the accurate optimum relationship can520
be obtained in variable wind conditions. In addition, online521
optimization of the electrical power improves the energy522
output from the WECS. Another advantage of using the pro-523
posed hybrid algorithm is that the search space for the PSO524
is reduced, and hence, the time that is required for conver-525
gence can be greatly decreased. Moreover, the possibility of526
entering the region beyond the maximum current limit curve527
is reduced, due to the very fast detection and response of528
the ORB MPPT algorithm. This ensures continuous power529
generation from the WECS.530
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION531
The hardware design of the overall system is represented532
by the block diagram shown in Figure 16. In order to533
test the proposed MPPT algorithm, a flexible WECS is534
required. For that reason, a simplified wind generator emu-535
lator was developed. The main objective of the emulator is536
to obtain the same voltage variation as from a real wind537
generator.538
The wind generator emulator is a controllable dc voltage539
source, which is controlled to provide the same voltage540
characteristic as the wind energy generation system. The541
wind generator emulator is implemented with a boost dc-dc542
converter and a constant dc voltage source (as shown in543
Figure 16). By controlling the output voltage of the boost544
FIGURE 14. Performance comparison: Case 2 (a) electrical power
(b) mechanical power.
FIGURE 15. Tracking efficiency at the simulated wind speeds.
converter (Vdc), the wind generator voltage characteristics 545
can be emulated. The control action is achieved using the 546
duty ratio of the switch (Q1) as a control variable. 547
For comparison, the same test conditions and environment 548
have been set for both the MATLAB/Simulink simulation 549
and the experiments. The objective of the experiments is to 550
prove that the performance is in agreement with the sim- 551
ulation results. Because of the limitations in the ratings of 552
some equipment, the exact test conditions previously simu- 553
lated in section 4 are not replicated. Rather, new test con- 554
ditions are simulated and compared with the experimental 555
results. 556
To test the functionality of the proposed hybrid 557
PSO-ORB MPPT algorithm, simulated changes in wind 558
speed (Vw) are applied to the WECS, as shown Figure 18 (a). 559
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TABLE 4. Summary of performance comparison of OTC, ORB and
PSO-ORB MPPT algorithms in terms of tracking efficiency.
TABLE 5. Electrical Energy harvested by OTC, ORB and PSO-ORB MPPT
algorithms.
The WECS operates at 5 m/s until a sudden rise in wind560
speed to 5.5 m/s occurs at t = 30 s. After that, variations561
between 5.5 m/s and 5 m/s, with different rates of change,562
occur for the rest of the interval time. The values of 5 m/s and563
5.5 m/s have been selected so that the change in the produced564
voltages and currents are within the rating of the experimental565
prototype.566
The dc voltage (Vdc) and inductor current (iL) obtained567
from the simulation are shown in Figure 18 (b), while the dc568
voltage and inductor current obtained from the experiment569
are depicted in Figure 18 (c). As can be seen from the570
figure, although a sudden rise in the wind speed occurs at571
t = 30 s, the proposed hybrid PSO-ORB MPPT algorithm572
takes approximately 4 s to find the optimal inductor current573
FIGURE 16. The system implementation block diagram.
FIGURE 17. A photograph of the laboratory experimental set-up.
corresponding to the maximum power of 5.5 m/s. During 574
these four seconds, the proposed algorithm works in the 575
PSO mode. After t = 34 s, each change in wind speed is 576
immediately followed by a change in the inductor current. 577
This is because the optimum coefficient of the ORB MPPT 578
algorithm was already calculated, and hence, the proposed 579
MPPT algorithm is working under ORB mode during this 580
interval of time. This demonstrates that the proposed control 581
algorithm tracks the MPPs rapidly. 582
It can be noticed from the figures that the change in 583
wind speed is also reflected in a change in the dc volt- 584
age. The dc voltage is actually the emulation of the wind 585
generator voltage that is generated from the wind generator 586
model represented inMATLAB/Simulink. This is a proof that 587
wind generator emulator is capable of achieving the desired 588
objective. 589
A slight difference between the simulation and the exper- 590
imental results is observed as a result of parasitic effects of 591
the converter elements, which are not taken into account in 592
the simulated average models in MATLAB/Simulink. 593
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FIGURE 18. The proposed MPPT algorithm test (a) simulated wind speed
profile (b) simulation results (c) experimental results.
VII. CONCLUSION594
In this paper a new MPPT algorithm for WECS based on595
a combination of the conventional PSO and ORB MPPT596
algorithms has been presented. The proposed hybrid method597
has two operational modes, namely PSO mode and ORB598
mode. During the PSO mode, the PSO MPPT algorithm is599
used for searching for one peak point, at any wind speed,600
and then the measured voltage and current at that point are601
used to calculate the unknown coefficient of the ORB MPPT602
algorithm. Once the unknown coefficient is calculated, it can603
be used for calculating the optimal reference current for604
MPP tracking.605
The performance of the proposed MPPT algorithm has606
been investigated by simulating the proposed algorithm using607
MATLAB/Simulink and comparing the simulation results608
with those obtained with conventional OTC and ORB MPPT609
algorithms. The proposed MPPT algorithm offers several610
advantages: (1) no mechanical sensors are needed, (2) no611
prior knowledge of system parameters is needed, (3) the opti- 612
mization is performed for the electrical power rather than the 613
mechanical power, which improves the WECS’ efficiency. 614
The simulation results obtained have confirmed that the track- 615
ing performance is improved and the energy harvested from 616
the wind is increased. Based on the simulated wind profiles, 617
the tracking efficiency of the proposed algorithm could reach 618
up to 99.7%. In addition to that, the harvested electrical 619
energy is 1.9% higher than that using the conventional OTC 620
and ORB MPPT algorithms. The proposed MPPT algorithm 621
was successfully implemented and obtained promising results 622
which compare well with the simulation results. 623
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